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Abstract
Don Quixote is a stereotype of an anomalous behavior in a determined social context, which represents an
minority behavior in confrontation with some majority behaviors, and that thus can be repressed by these.
Nevertheless, through a Cybernetic Model of Social Evolution, we can analyze the possibility of thriving of a
such minority behavior, by means of the Revolt Effect. This Effect can also explain the emergency of anomalous
behaviors in the real World, such as the victory of Donald Trump in USA, or other ways of surprising “populist”
behaviors, as well as quixotic behaviors.

A General Probabilistic Cybernetic Theory of Learning
We can suppose that the probability of a behavior U is given by
P(U) = F(U)/B ,
where F(U) is an accumulator variable of memory, and the accumulated memory B is the summation of
F(U) for every available U,
B = ∑U F(U) .
F(U) changes through the time according to the value of a goal variable G: if G=1, U suffers a positive
reinforcement, and increases an unity, and if G=0, U suffers a negative reinforcement and decreases an
unity. In general, we can suppose that
Ft+∆t(U) = Ft(U) + (2·PG(U)-1)·P(U)·∆t ,
where PG(U) is the probability of fulfillment of the goal when the behavior is U.
Note that the change of F(U) for a behavior U is only produced when the system has this behavior.
If no one behavior U has a probability of fulfillment of the goal greater than 0.5, then every F(U) will
decrease, and B can arrive to the value zero. In this case, the system is destroyed.
A Model of Social Evolution
We represent a Social System by a set of individual systems N, with different probabilities of a social
behavior U, expressed by P(U|N). Thus, the evolution of a Social System will depend of the
probabilities of fulfillment of the social goal G, expressed by PG(U,N).
In the most simple form, PG(U,N) is the product of an intrinsic possibility of satisfaction of the
behavior U, π(U), and the suffered repression by this behavior in the system N, σ(U,N),
PG(U,N) = π(U)·σ(U,N) .
We suppose that each behavior U has a repressive capacity, and each system N with a behavior U
represses every different behavior. In the application of the model, we suppose that there is full
repressive societies with full repressive capacity, and free societies with no repressive capacity. A “Free
Scientific Society”, F, would have no repressive capacity and have full intrinsic possibility of
satisfaction, π(F)=1.

Also, if the accumulated memory B(N) of an individual system N were bigger, the change of its
probability of behavior P(U|N) would be slower, but also the probability of substitution of the
individual system N by another newborn system with equiprobabilistic distribution of the available
behaviors would be bigger, through a “natural death” different of the “violent death” which is produced
when B=0.
In the development of the Model, we have introduced the technological progress through the increasing
of the number of available behaviors, the scientific communication through the possibility of learning
through the experience of other individual systems, an impact factor dependent of the distance between
different individual systems, the adaptation of the produced repression to the suffered repression, a
subjective factor through the “resignation” relative to the mean satisfaction in the social environment,
the ecological limits of the resources for satisfaction and repression, a dual evolution for the
“gregarious” Orient and the “individualist” Occident, a duality North-South and, lately, the role of
immigration.
The Revolt Effect
By means of our Model, we have simulated the evolution of the humanity through different phases with
different sets of available behaviors, according to the level of technological progress.
Thus, in each phase a predominant behavior arises, which we have associated respectively to Slavery,
Feudalisms and Capitalism, beside “State Socialism” in Orient. And we have studied the factors which
favor the overcoming of repressive systems toward a Free Scientific System or, on the contrary, the
arrival to an Ecological Hecatomb.
But, in the execution of the Model, the emergence of some “anomalous” behavior surprised us. These
“anomalous” behaviors had a low probability of satisfaction, and usually were minority behaviors.
And we found that this “anomalous” behaviors emerged in situations of “crisis”, in which every
behavior have a probability of satisfaction lesser then 0.5, and destruction of individual systems are
produced.
And we understood that, in these situations, the condition of minority was an advantage.
Suppose, for example, that PG(X)=0.4 and P(X)=0.9. Then,
∆F(X) = ∆t·(2·0.4-1)·0.9 = -0.2·0.9∆t = -0.18∆t .
Instead, if PG(Y)=0.2 and P(Y)=0.1, then
∆F(Y) = ∆t·(2·0.2-1)·0.1 = -0.6·0.1∆t = -0.06∆t.
That is to say, the minority behavior Y, although has a lesser probability of satisfaction, suffers a lesser
negative reinforcement. And just by to be minority.
It is logic: a minority behavior occurs lesser frequently, and therefore suffers lesser negative
experiences.

Thus, when the memory accumulator F(U) of the majority behaviors U arrives to zero, only remain
some previously minority behavior.
We named this process Revolt Effect, because it expresses a “revolt” of a minority behavior against
majority behaviors in a context of crisis.
Nevertheless, this behavior will continue usually suffering negative reinforcement, and when its
memory accumulator also arrived to zero, the system would be destroyed.
Therefore, the Revolt Effect is usually ephemeral.
We considered that Revolt Effect could explain historical processes as the Nazism, which emerged
through an historical crisis, after a World War, and was effectively ephemeral and involved a big
destruction in another World War.
But in the execution of our model, we found that sometimes a “Free Scientific Society” F emerged as
an Revolt Effect, but got to linger.
The explanation is that the intrinsic possibility of satisfaction of F is big, π(F)=1, and if its probability
of satisfaction PG(F,N) was low,, was only because it was minority and suffered a strong repression
σ(F,N) from majority behaviors. And therefore, when these majority behaviors faded off, then the Free
Scientific Society could thrive.
Because Trump won
The victory of Donald Trump in USA poll surprised many people, but can be easily explained as a
Revolt Effect. We were previously surprised, many years ago, by the emergence of Revolt Effects by
running our Model, but in the present, with our Model at hand, phenomena as Donald Trump’s victory
are not surprising.
We know that the “State Socialism” was defeated in East of Europe in the end of the XX Century. But
after 2008 Capitalism suffered a strong crisis which drove dissatisfaction to many people.
In this social context of crisis, previously marginal behaviors thrive in different places in the World.
Sometimes these behaviors have been named “populism”, but it is only a word to denominate very
different movements which oppose to unsatisfactory majority politics, usually characterized as “the
establishment”.
Thus Podemos emerged in Spain, and in USA the candidatures of Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump
arised, with opposed positions but both against “the establishment”.
But the emergence of a Revolt Effect is relatively independent of the merit of an option, and instead
derives from the demerits of the previously majority options.
Therefore, phenomena as Donald Trump can be probably ephemeral. But it can drive, if no one
alternative arises, to a general destruction through war or Ecological Hecatomb, especially if energy
policies which enhance climate change are applied.

Can Don Quixote win?
Can Don Quixote will be an alternative?
Quixotism expresses a position of solidarity and altruism, contrary to insolidarity, chauvinism and
xenophobia. Like the “Free Scientific Society” behavior, Quixotism is vulnerable in front of repression
when is minority, but can produce satisfaction if arrives to be majority.
Indeed, if many people are reciprocally solidary, then they will help each other and can thrive by
producing positive reinforcement.
This is an example of the dilemma of the prisoner: only by overcoming selfishness and getting mutual
cooperation is possible to obtain the better results.
The question is that Quixotism can emerge locally as an Revolt Effect. But only can linger and thrive as
a global movement.
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